
Patient Blood Management 
Programs
A patient blood management program uses a team 
approach to assess a patient’s blood management 
needs. The goal of the team is to develop a plan of 
care that uses pharmaceuticals, technology and 
techniques to decrease blood loss and to enhance 
blood cell production. This approach reduces or 
eliminates the need for a blood transfusion.

SABM’s Mission is to improve patient outcomes 
through optimal blood management. 

To find a blood management program in your 
area, visit www.sabm.org.  We encourage all 
individuals to become informed and educated in 
the management of their blood.

What are my treatment options?
ALLOGENEIC BLOOD - donated by an anonymous person

 • Red Blood Cells (RBCs) - transport oxygen from the lungs 
to body cells and help transport carbon dioxide from body 
cells to lungs

 • Platelets - prevent blood loss by stopping bleeding at the 
site of an injury

 • Plasma - clear liquid part of the blood containing clotting 
factors that contribute to blood clotting

 • Cryoprecipitate - a concentration of clotting factors taken 
from plasma

Visit us online at  www.sabm.org

350 Engle Street 
Englewood, New Jersey 07631 

(602) 343-7458  •  info@sabm.org

A PATIENT’S GUIDE TO

Patient 
Blood Management

What is patient blood management?

Why is patient blood management necessary?

When would my doctor recommend a blood transfusion?

What are my treatment options?

How do I proceed if my doctor says I am anemic?

DIRECTED OR PREDESIGNATED BLOOD - donated by a friend 
or relative for you. These donations are not available for a 
minimum of 48 hours. Directed donation has not been shown 
to be safer than the community blood supply.

AUTOLOGOUS BLOOD - use of your own blood

 • Hemodilution - removal of a specific amount of your blood 
during surgery, replaced with intravenous (IV) fluids, and 
returned after surgery

 • Intraoperative Blood Cell Recovery and Reinfusion - the 
process of collecting blood lost during surgery and 
returning it to the patient after being appropriately 
processed

 • Predonation - donating your own blood prior to surgery. 
This practice may not reduce your risk of receiving a blood 
transfusion.

“BLOODLESS” MEDICINE - medical or surgical treatment 
without the use of banked (stored) allogeneic blood or 
primary blood components
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Why is patient blood 
management necessary?
 • Conserves use of a precious community resource

 • Reduces unnecessary hospital and patient care costs

 • Improves patient safety by minimizing exposure to 
blood

 • May reduce hospital length of stay

 •  Reduces exposure to viruses and other blood-borne 
diseases

 • May reduce the risk of hospital acquired 
complications and infections

When would my doctor 
recommend a blood transfusion?
A blood transfusion may be necessary when the body 
cannot produce blood quickly enough  
due to:

 • Significant blood loss caused by trauma or high 
blood loss surgery

 • Blood cell destruction caused by immune system 
reactions, complications to previous blood 
transfusions or diseases such as Sickle Cell Anemia

 • Decreased blood cell production because of 
medications, chemotherapy or serious illness

What is patient  
blood management?
Patient Blood 
Management (PBM) 
is the scientific use 
of safe and effective 
medical and surgical 
technologies 
designed to prevent 
anemia and decrease 
bleeding in an effort 
to improve patient 
outcomes.
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Red blood cells bring oxygen to your organs and tissues. 
Oxygen is carried and released by hemoglobin (Hgb), a 
protein present in red blood cells. A lower than normal 
hemoglobin level is called anemia.  Anemia is a condition 
that should not be left untreated.  If it is severe, or allowed 
to progress for a long period of time, anemia can add risk 
to your health.

Know Your Blood 
Count
Your doctor can test 
your blood to determine  
hemoglobin level.

 NORMAL HEMOGLOBIN   
 RANGES: 
 Male: 14-18 g/dL 
 Female: 12-16 g/dL

Hemoglobin level tells your 
doctor if your body has 
enough red blood cells.

How do I proceed if my doctor says  
I am anemic?
 • Tests to find the cause of anemia

 • Blood tests to determine iron levels

 • Get information about increasing your blood count with: 
-  Iron therapy  
- B12 
- Folic acid 
-  Vitamin C 
- Erythropoietin

 • Develop a treatment plan to improve your blood count 
(refer to Strategies box)

 • www.anemia.org

 • www.sabm.org/anemia

Before Surgery
SYNTHETIC ERYTHROPOIETIN – a hormone that 
stimulates production of red blood cells in your bone 
marrow

IRON (ORAL AND INTRAVENOUS) – a mineral essential for 
the formation of red blood cells

B12, FOLIC ACID, VITAMIN C – vitamins necessary for red 
blood cell production

DISCUSS WITH YOUR PHYSICIAN AT LEAST 2 WEEKS 
BEFORE SURGERY – herbal medications, vitamin E, 
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (e.g. ibuprofen, 
naproxen) and anti-platelet medications (e.g. aspirin, 
clopidogrel) will increase your risk of bleeding during 
surgery. 

During Surgery
INTRAOPERATIVE BLOOD CELL RECOVERY AND 
REINFUSION – the process of collecting blood lost 
during surgery and returning it to the patient after being 
appropriately processed

VOLUME EXPANDERS – intravenous fluids made with 
water, salts, sugars or starches that help to maintain the 
correct amount of fluid in the blood vessels

 • Crystalloids – normal saline, lactated Ringer’s solution

 • Colloids – albumin, hetastarch

HEMOSTATIC DRUG THERAPY – medications that assist 
with the clotting functions of blood

ACUTE NORMOVOLEMIC HEMODILUTION – removal of 
a specific amount of blood during surgery, replaced with 
intravenous (IV) fluids and returned after surgery

METICULOUS SURGICAL TECHNIQUES – using surgical 
instruments that prevent or minimize blood loss

ADVANCE SURGICAL TECHNIQUES – allows surgical 
repair through small incisions (e.g. laparoscopic surgery 
and robotics)

PLATELET RICH PLASMA – a treatment consisting of a 
high concentration of platelets made with a patient’s own 
blood and used in various procedures to reduce blood loss 
or enhance healing

ELECTROCAUTERY – cauterizes tissue using electric 
current to reduce or stop bleeding

THROMBIN AND ADHESIVES – human-derived or 
synthetic products that can be used in surgery to support 
the body’s ability to clot and reduce bleeding

After Surgery
MINIMAL BLOOD DRAWS – reducing the number of lab 
draws after surgery. This can reduce the risk of anemia. 
When lab draws are required, only the smallest amount of 
blood needed to complete the testing should be taken.

POSTOPERATIVE BLOOD CELL RECOVERY AND 
REINFUSION – collecting blood lost after surgery and 
returning it to the patient after being appropriately 
processed

ERYTHROPOIETIN AND IRON – refer to Before Surgery 
section

It is recommended that you discuss these 
strategies with your physician

For a more detailed explanation of these terms,  
please visit  WWW.SABM.ORG

Questions to Review with Your 
Physician or Surgeon
Will I need a blood transfusion? If so, why?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

What are the risks involved with blood transfusions?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

What are the risks if I choose to avoid a blood transfusion?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

What is my physician prepared to do to minimize or 
eliminate the need for a blood transfusion in my care plan?

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

What can be done before surgery to reduce my risk of 
bleeding and need for a blood transfusion?

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

If I do need a blood 
transfusion, how might it 
affect my recovery?

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

The Role of Blood
IN YOUR BODY

STRATEGIES TO MINIMIZE BLOOD LOSS 
AND ENHANCE BLOOD CELL PRODUCTION

If you are having surgery that may require the need for a blood transfusion, have a complete 
blood count (CBC) taken well in advance of your surgery date; four weeks prior to surgery is 
recommended.  A combination of these strategies may be used:
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